For the first time, we report photoacoustic (PA) signal detection in a cell placed within the Michelson interferometer cavity in an attempt to relate photoacoustic effect to the Michelson fringe shift as a result of changes in the cell. Both detection schemes were investigated using IR absorption and their sensitivities compared. Signals related to Michelson interferometer fringe and PA effect have shown good correlations with each other using different samples including some essential oils and their corresponding plant part from which the essential oil is usually obtained. Results were encouraging and will open the door widely to use the combined Michelson interferometer-photoacoustic spectroscopy (PAS) in trace gas detection for different applications.
Introduction
Photoacoustic (PA) spectroscopy is a version of photothermal spectroscopy in which the absorbed energy is released resulting in a localized pressure wave i.e. sound wave [1] - [10] . This sensitive spectroscopic technique is based on the Bell's discovery of the PA effect in 1880 [11] , which has become widely applicable as an investigation method for matter in all its phases [4] . With the aid of powerful CO 2 lasers, the PA effect was successfully applied to study traces of different essential oils components within the plant tissues without the necessity for the later to be steam-distilled [12] . PA has showed high capabilities of being an alternative method for simultaneously measuring different photosynthetic parameters like light absorption, oxygen evolution and energy storage over a wide temperature range [13] . Recent studies showed that the technique was successfully applied to thermal characterization of ceramic tapes [10] and molecular relaxation effects in hydrogen chloride [14] .
Michelson-Morley experiment was performed in 1887 by Albert Michelson and Edward Morley attempting to detect the relative motion of matter through the ether [15] . Later, Michelson interferometer emerged as a useful investigation tool that is based on light beam interference [16] - [20] and its ability in detecting the differences in path lengths between its two arms. This path length difference can show up as a result of changes taking place in a cell placed in one arm of the interferometer. Practically, it was used to measure dimensions, refractive indices, wavelengths and surface roughness [21] and in Fourier transform spectroscopy [22] - [25] . It was also used to study the absorption spectra of gases at high pressures in the range of 10 -110 cm -1 [22] . This work is concerned with trace gas detection using (PAS) in conjunction with Michelson interferometer. It is obvious from literature that PAS-mostly carried out with powerful laser sources especially in the IR range, which showed high capabilities in the field of trace gas detection. Contrary, Michelson's interferometry was successfully applied to precise determinations of refractive indices. When both techniques combined together, HeNe laser is used to illuminate the interferometer and to sense the optical changes within the cell. The PA signal is generated following an IR absorption by gases traces of released in the cell. This combination allowed studying the origins of PA and Michelson fringe signals and building up a new detection method based on the combined Michelson-PA cell.
The Combined Michelson-PA Cell Design
The used cell is a hollow aluminum cylinder of open ends, 3.97 cm long and 3.60 cm diameter. The open ends are closed by glass windows fitted with rubber O-rings in order to achieve reasonable sealing of the sample vapors inside the cell. A miniature infrared source is attached to one cell side, opposite to a Helmholtz cell fitted to the opposite cell wall. The Helmholtz cell is consisted of two components; neck and cylindrical cup joined as one unit, it was used to enhance the PA signal level. A sensitive microphone was used to detect the PA signal of the type Knowles Electronics, item number (wz398) and mounted directly on the cylindrical cup constituting the main Helmholtz cavity. This arrangement allows sensitive detection of PA signals resulting from the absorptions of the very low power delivered by the miniature IR source in the range ~20 nW/cm 2 .
IR Thermal Source
A pulsed wideband mid-IR thermal source based on electrical heating of a thin metal alloy foil up to red heat (~900˚C) and cooled by its own radiation has been used. The miniature source has a two sided emitting area of 12 mm diameter bi-spiral filament suspended in such way to offers thermal isolation from the supporting structure. The supporting structure is a 15 mm long and 5 mm in diameter ceramic post with four equi-spaced 1 mm diameter holes threading its length. The source filament is 25 µm thick Fecralloy foil composed of four elements constituting certain percentages as follows: Fe 72.6%, Cr 22%, Al 4.8%, Si 0.3%, and Y 0.3% [26] . The source is a wideband IR source, emitting in the range ~0.75 -15 µm when driven at ~900˚C, looking dull red.
Simultaneous Michelson-PA Signal Detection Scheme
The IR radiation from the pulsed wideband IR source is allowed to fall on sample, molecules being evaporated inside the cell. The source radiation falls at right angles to the chamber axis along which HeNe beam is passing. The HeNe laser beam is adjusted so interference fringes form on the light photometer. The absorbed IR radiation by the vapor generates heat waves which results in pressure fluctuations and optical changes within the chamber. Pressure fluctuations are amplified in the Helmholtz cell and detected by the sensitive microphone, i.e. as a PA signal. The optical changes in the cell, i.e. index of refraction and modulated pressure change, result in a fringe shift detected by the light photometer as change in light intensity. Figure 1 show the complete experimental set up used in the present study.
Experimental Results and Discussion
Results of the combined Photoacoustic-Michelson interferometer trace gas detection of natural oils vapors, plant seeds, green plant leaves, and some test chemicals solution were obtained. The system reliability was checked prior to using unknown samples by introducing the trace vapors of Chloroform (CHCl 3 ) as a known sample see Simultaneous Michelson-PA signal detection aim at understanding the relationship between the signals initiated from direct change of index of refraction in the cell and detected as a fringe shift in and that produced by Infrared radiation absorption of trace gas in the chamber. Our focus is on wither the fringe shift is due to IR absorption in the range 400 -8000 cm -1 by trace gases released in the chamber, or is it due to change in index of refraction resulting from increased level of released trace gases in the chamber. In all results to follow, although detection was simultaneous, the results of same sample were drawn on the same figure for sake of comparison. Chloroform usually absorbs in the range 3100 -650 cm -1 , IR absorption by chloroform molecules is attributed to the type of motion atoms engaged in through vibrational stretching or bending of the chemical bonds and so, an individual bond is capable of absorbing more than one IR frequency. The fundamental frequencies at which chloroform absorbs in the gas phase are 3034, 1221, 769 and 681 cm -1 . These frequencies were attributed to C-H stretching, C-H bending, C-Cl stretching and C-Cl bending respectively [27] . The intensity of some signal height due to IR absorption can be described as weak, medium, strong, variable and or broad. Both C-H stretching and bending in chloroform reach strong intensities, the signal is sharp for bending and broadened for stretching. C-Cl stretching level has higher intensity than both C-H stretching and bending. Meanwhile, C-Cl bending intensity is very low compared to the other modes. Figure 2 shows, that allowing some time for the liquid sample to evaporate, i.e. ~ 223 s for the case of chloroform, both PA and Michelson signals appear and there is almost one to one signal correspondence for both techniques. Before that time, Michelson signal showed response at almost the noise level due to the gradual increase of index of refraction resulting from continuous liquid evaporation. When trace gases pressure reaches a level enough to initiate a PA signal, an alternating pressure source occurs. This is also detected by the Michelson technique, although it is more pronounced by PA technique. An important note worth mentioning at this point is that the Michelson method responded to all changes in the cell, while PA signal is selective to line absorption only.
Other liquids and seeds and or plant parts for example, leaves or flower samples were investigated, for the following: Mint, Jasmine, Anise and Nigella Sativa. The samples were bought from local shops and claimed to be from crop of the year of experiment. Fresh plant parts, from where some of the above-mentioned essential oils are usually extracted, were taken directly from the garden at the same day of investigation. The main idea is to test our system's ability to detect gas traces of different samples using PA technique compared with Michelson fringe signals, to judge closely detection ability of PA versus Michelson method and its future use as a monitor of trace gas detection. When, liquid sample is inserted into cell, its evaporation is enhanced by the pulsed IR radiation falling on it from the miniature wideband source. The evaporation rate depends on the volatility of the sample itself, and hence results were taken over different periods of time depending on type of sample under investigation. In all tested samples, the same amount by weight of essential oil and plant part were used, to allow easy comparison. Unless, otherwise specified 0.1 gm of plant part and 4 µl of the oil were introduced in the cell at the corresponding experiment. The intention from the set of experiments including the essential oil and the corresponding plant part from which the oil produced is to correlate the released gas traces from plant part to its oil counterpart, to form the basis of an experiment that assign the optimum harvest time, i.e. when signal from the plant part is optimum.
Pure jasmine oil and flower petals were both investigated for trace gas detection. Results are given in Figure 3 and Figure 4 for both techniques. It is noticed that for each signal of oil there is a corresponding signal from jasmine flower for both techniques. The level of OA signals are higher than those obtained by the Michelson's fringe signal.
Strong absorption spectrum intensities for the flower are related to strong trace release and the existence of water molecules, since water is a good absorber of infrared radiation especially at 3657, 3755, 1594 cm -1 in the gas phase [28] .
Similarly, Michelson's fringe signals for mint oil and leaves versus evaporation time are tested and their results shown in Figure 5 and Figure 6 . Two evaporation times investigated, it is noticed that allowing longer evaporation times for this particular sample leads to higher level signals.
It is noticed for PA signal for mint oil and leaves as shown in Figure 7 , that for one spectrum the signal for mint leaves does not show.
Samples of 1 gm of Nigella Sativa seeds and 4 µl of Nigella Sativa oil were tested for trace gas detection. Figure 8 and Figure 9 show Michelson's fringe and PA signals for Nigella Sativa oil and seeds respectively over different evaporation time periods. Note that, signals from both techniques might not be taken at the same range of time, since as far as PA signal is concerned which is dependent on IR absorption in the range of source emission, i.e. 2 -15 µm, waits for the appearance of trace gas.
In Figure 9 , it is noticed for the first line that the corresponding seed line is missing and for oil sample that the last line is missing. This indicates that trace material is not available in both samples.
This effect is also noticed in Figure 10 at higher range of evaporation time. In the case of Nigella Sativa, the seeds are the source of the oil, the rate of trace gas released from seeds is expected to be lower than that for the oil. This leads to the prediction that the oil absorption signal will reach higher level earlier than that of the seeds due to both reasons.
Anise oil (Pimpinella anisum) or sweet cumin, containing about 1% -4% volatile oil of which 72% -90% is trans-anethole, it has vast applications in food stuff, medicine and remedies. Anise seeds and oil samples results are shown in Figure 11 which shows Michelson's fringe signal and Figures 12-14 shows the PA signals.
It is noticed that signals of anise oil lags those of the seeds in Figure 12 , but the opposite happens at longer evaporation times, and the signals restore the normal behavior at even longer times as seen in Figure 14 . This shift is explained to be the result of detection time lag and it might also be due to either one of the following reasons; the first, might be related to the probability of having two different molecules absorbing IR radiation at very close frequencies. This hypothesis can be explained as follows, using the C-H stretching in both Alkane and Alkene as an example: Alkanes reach their highest C-H stretching characteristic absorption frequency at ~2960 cm -1 , while Alkenes reach their lowest C-H stretching characteristic absorption frequency at ~3000 cm -1 [29] . The second reason, might be related to the vibrating bonds in the absorbing compounds in one of the two traces attached to one isotopic atom leaving it to vibrate at a slower frequency compared to the same bond in the same compound in the trace of the other sample that has no isotopic atoms. An example of this is the shift occurred in the spectra of deuterated chloroform CDCl 3 relative to chloroform CHCl 3 [27] .
It is obvious that both signals are of the same origin. IR absorption by gas molecules leads to thermal expansion through the nonradiative process which in turn results in the pressure fluctuations being detected by the microphone as the PA signal. During the thermal expansion process, heat deposition within the sample results in slight gradient changes in its refractive index forcing the fringes to a slight shift, which is being detected as Michelson's fringe pattern signal.
The presence of some peaks in flower spectra that are not shown in the corresponding oil sample is attributed to many other molecules like water present in the trace of flowers but not in that of pure oil. Different peaks in the spectra of oil are the result of different absorbing components that oil contains. Since the composition of each essential oil is usually been dominated by one single compound, then signals corresponding to both traces are related to that dominant compound.
Conclusion
For the first time, photoacoustic signals have been successfully detected inside Michelson's interferometer cavity. Both Michelson's and PA signals are generated at the same time, meaning that they are in phase and having the same origin. Different peaks in the PA signal denote different signal intensities achieved by different stretching or bending modes. Results from the oil samples are compared with those of the plant part where the oil is usually extracted; they show that they are related. This opens new research opportunity for results authentications by two separate techniques, i.e. correlation spectroscopy. It was successfully applied to distinguish between different samples due to band absorption of IR radiation in the range of 2 -15 µm. Simultaneous detection of both signals using the new combined technique provides an alternative method to expensive lasers which is replaced by an inexpensive wideband-pulsed IR source with its good capabilities in the field of portable trace gas detection system. One last conclusion is that Michelson's method responded to all pressure changes in the cell, while PA is line absorption selective. It is concluded that if Michelson method is restricted to line selection only it achieves sensitivities higher than the famous sensitive PA techniques in the range of part per billion.
